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Special Issue on Advanced Charging Technologies for Next-
Generation Electric Vehicles 

To embrace a carbon neutrality future, we are witnessing the paradigm shift from internal combustion engine vehicles to 
electrified vehicles. The mainstream battery electric vehicles (BEV) are equipped with 250-400V battery packs. Compared with 
the conventional 400V BEV, 800V BEV exhibits reduced cable size, faster charging, and longer electric range. Therefore, it is 
deemed as the future technical trend for the evolution of BEV technologies. Correspondingly, the major BEV manufacturers 
have launched their roadmaps for 800V systems. Doubling the battery voltage brings new challenges to the design of the 
charging infrastructure. This special issue aims to provide the latest solutions for the advanced charging of next-generation BEVs. 
The system includes the onboard charger, offboard charger, wireless charging, fast charging and charging scheduling, etc. We 
encourage the new power converter topologies, modeling approaches, control strategies, and energy management algorithms 
with improved performance such as more intelligent, higher efficiency, higher power density, better thermal management, 
longer lifetime, and lower cost. 
This special issue aims to provide a platform for researchers from both academic and industrial sessions to report their recent 
results and overlook emerging research directions in advanced power conversion for next-generation BEVs. Researchers from 
all relevant fields are invited to submit, review, and survey the original research papers. 

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 
 Charging architectures and technologies  
 Offboard charging and its thermal management  
 Dynamic wireless charging 
 Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) 
 Power converters (ac/dc and dc/dc) for EV charging 
 Application of wide bandgap devices in charging 

systems 

 High-density onboard chargers 
 Charging scheduling and fast charging 
 Integrated multifunctional charging 
 Fault tolerant control in charging converters 
 Power infrastructure for the large-scale EV 

charging infrastructure 

All submissions should be made through Manuscript Central at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jestpe-ieee.  The cover page 
should be clearly marked with “Special Issue on Advanced Charging Technologies for Next-Generation Electric Vehicles” and the 
appropriate manuscript type should be selected when uploading the submission.  Manuscripts submitted for this special issue will be 
handled by the guest editorial board outlined below.  For more information on special issues and electronic submissions, please go to 
http://www.ieee-pels.org/publications/jestpe. 

 

Deadline for Submission of Manuscript:  31st March 2023 

Guest Editors 
 Chris Mi (San Diego State 

University, USA) 
 Haoyu Wang (ShanghaiTech 

University, China) 
 Hui Ron (Nanyang Technological 

University, Singapore) 
 

Guest Associate Editors 
 Sheldon Williamson (Ontario 

Tech Univ., Canada) 
 Lijun Hang (Hangzhou Dianzi 

Univ., China) 
 Sewan Choi (Seoul Tech, Korea) 
 Josep M. Guerrero (Aalborg 

University, Denmark) 

 Hiroo Sekiya (Chiba University, 
Japan)  

 Ayan Mallik (Arizona State 
University, USA) 

 Fei Gao (Univ. Technol. Belfort-
Montbéliard, France) 

 Duleepa Thrimawithana (Univ. 
Auckland, New Zealand) 

 Hongjie Wang (Utah State Univ., 
USA) 

 Hao Chen (Tesla Motors, USA) 
 Dorai Babu Yelaverthi (ABB, 

USA) 
 

Proposed Timeline 
 Dec. 1st 2022: Call for papers to IEEE JESTPE Editorial 

Office 
 Mar. 31st 2023: Manuscript submission deadline 
 Sept. 30th 2023: Final acceptance notification 

 Nov. 30th 2023: Manuscript forwarded to IEEE for 
publication 

 Feb. 2024: Special Issue appears in IEEE JESTPE 
 


